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Abstract ¹ Enterprise search is important, and the search quality has a direct impact on the productivity of an enterprise. Enterprise data contain both structured and unstructured information. Since these two types of information are complementary and the structured information such as relational databases is designed based on ER (entity-relationship) models, there is a rich body of information about entities in enterprise data. As a result, many information needs of enterprise search center around entities. For example, a user may formulate a query describing a problem that she encounters with an entity, e.g., the web browser, and want to retrieve relevant documents to solve the problem. Intuitively, information related to the entities mentioned in the query, such as related entities and their relations, would be useful to reformulate the query and improve the retrieval performance. However, most existing studies on query expansion are term-centric. In this paper, we propose a novel entity-centric query expansion framework for enterprise search. Specifically, given a query containing entities, we first utilize both unstructured and structured information to find entities that are related to the ones in the query. We then discuss how to adapt existing feedback methods to use the related entities

¹ This is an extended version of our CIKM 2012 short paper [34]. The changes have been summarized in the cover letter.
and their relations to improve search quality. Experimental results over two real-world enterprise collections show that the proposed entity-centric query expansion strategies are more effective and robust to improve the search performance than the state-of-the-art pseudo feedback methods for long natural language-like queries with entities. Moreover, results over a TREC ad hoc retrieval collections show that the proposed methods can also work well for short keyword queries in the general search domain.
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1 Introduction

Today any enterprise has to deal with a sheer amount of information such as emails, wikis, Web pages, relational databases, etc. The quality of enterprise search is critical to reduce business costs and produce positive business outcomes.

Despite the great progress on Web search, there are still many unsolved challenges in enterprise search [27]. In particular, enterprise data contain not only unstructured information such as documents and web pages, but also a rich set of structured information such as relational databases. These structured data usually center around entities since relational databases are designed based on Entity-Relation models. Furthermore, the unstructured data, which capture information complementary to structured data, also contain rich information about entities and their relations, embedded in text. Clearly, a large portion of enterprise information centers around entities. Moreover, recent studies [28, 33] show that there is a trend that users are more likely to issue long, natural language like entity-bearing queries. Therefore, it would be interesting to study how to fully utilize the unique characteristic of enterprise data, i.e., *entities and their relations*, as a bridge to seamlessly combine both *structured* and *unstructured* data to improve enterprise search quality.

One of the important search problems in every enterprise is to provide effective self-service IT support, where an enterprise user submits a query to describe a problem and expects to find relevant information for solving the problem from a collection of knowledge documents.

**Example 1 (Problem):** A user cannot access the enterprise intranet with her PC whose hostname is “XYZ.A.com” and needs to search for documents helping her solve this problem. The enterprise maintains a knowledge document collection, which is a set of how-to documents and frequent Q&A. As the user does not know what could potentially cause the problem, or which computer components are related to the problem, she submits a query “XYZ cannot access intranet” to search over the document collection, and expects to find solutions in the search results.

The example query centers around an entity, i.e., computer “XYZ”, and the relevant documents are expected to contain information that is relevant to this
specific entity. However, as the knowledge documents seldom cover information about specific IT assets such as “XYZ”, there might be many documents relevant to “cannot access intranet” but not to “XYZ”. With existing search engines, the user has to go through several returned documents, check her computer to verify each possible cause, and may even need to reformulate the query with additional knowledge to retrieve more relevant documents.

The challenge here is how to automatically reformulate the query so that documents related to the query entity (i.e., computer “XYZ”) can be brought up in the ranking list. Query expansion is a commonly used technique to reformulate a query. Unfortunately, most existing work on query expansion are based on terms [45, 60, 32, 23]. In particular, expansion terms are selected from either feedback documents or external sources and added to the query based on the proposed weighting strategies. Although these term-centric expansion methods work well for short keyword queries, they may not be the optimal solution for longer queries that involve entities. In a way, this is caused by the limitation that the information about the entity in a query is ignored and terms that are used to describe an entity are treated in the same way as other query terms. As a result, the selected expansion terms may introduce noise and are less relevant to the query as a whole. Let us re-visit the previous example. Existing query expansion techniques may add terms such as “connect” to the original query. However, these terms are useful to retrieve documents relevant to “cannot access intranet” but not those related to the specific entity “XYZ”.

Fig. 1: An example scenario: basic idea of the proposed entity-centric query expansion.
It is clear that query entities, i.e., those mentioned in a query, should play an important role in the query expansion process, since they often represent one or multiple aspects of the information need. Intuitively, a document mentioning entities that are related to the query entities is more likely to be relevant to the query than those not mentioning any related entities. Thus, it would be interesting to study how to find related entities and exploit them to improve search accuracy.

In this paper, we study the problem of entity-centric query expansion for enterprise search. Given a query involving entities, the goal is to utilize the entity relations embedded in both structured and unstructured information to find entities and their relations that are related to the query and use them to improve the enterprise search performance.

We now explain the proposed method in the context of the previous example scenario.

**Example 2 (Entity-centric expansion):** Enterprise data contain both structured and unstructured information, and structured data contain rich information that should be exploited to improve search accuracy but is often being under-utilized by existing enterprise search engines. In addition to the document collection mentioned in Example 1, the enterprise data often contain structured information, such as table **Asset** containing information about all IT assets and **Dependency** containing the dependency relationships between the IT assets. As shown in step 1 of Figure 1, “XYZ.A.com” is an asset with ID equal to “A103” and its category is a PC. We can then exploit both structured and unstructured data to find entities related to the query entity “XYZ”. For example, one related entity is “proxy.A.com” because it is the web proxy server for all the PCs (including “XYZ”) to access webpages according to the join relations between the two tables. “ActivKey” is another related entity because it is required for the authentication of employees so that PCs can access the intranet according to the information from both table “Asset” and the unstructured knowledge documents. Both the related entities and their relations are useful to retrieve relevant documents that the original query fails to retrieve, as illustrated in Step 2 of the Figure 1.

The first challenge is how to identify related entities. The structured data contain explicit information about relations among entities such as key-foreign key relationships. However, the entity relation information can also be hidden in unstructured data. We apply Condition Random Fields (CRFs) model to learn a domain-specific entity recognizer, and apply the entity recognizer to documents and queries to identify entities from the unstructured information. If two entities co-occur in the same document, they are deemed to be related. The relations can be discovered by the context terms surrounding their occurrences.

With the entities and relations identified in both structured and unstructured data, we propose a general ranking strategy that systematically integrates the entity relations from both data types to rank the entities which have relations with the query entities. Intuitively, related entities should be
relevant not only to the entities mentioned in the query but also the query as a whole. Thus, the ranking strategy is determined by not only the relations between entities, but also the relevance of the related entities for the given query and the confidence of entity identification results.

After that, we then study how to exploit related entities and their relations for query expansion. In particular, we explore three options: (1) using only related entities; (2) using related entities and their relations; and (3) using the relations between query entities.

We conduct extensive experiments over real-world enterprise data collections to evaluate the proposed methods. We find that the performance of entity identification is satisfying, and the proposed entity ranking methods are effective to find related entities for a given query. In particular, the relations hidden in the unstructured information are more useful than those in the structured information due to the sparseness of the relationship data in the structured information. Moreover, experimental results show that entity relation based query expansion methods are more effective than state-of-the-art pseudo feedback methods to improve the retrieval performance over longer, natural language-like queries with entities. Result analysis suggests that entity-centric methods make it possible to select more informative and less distracting expansion terms.

To examine whether the proposed methods can work well for the general ad hoc search problem with short keyword queries, we also conduct experiments over a standard TREC collection. Results reveal that our entity-centric query expansion methods can deliver better or comparable performance than the state-of-the-art feedback methods in term of effectiveness, and our methods demonstrate stronger robustness for performance improvement.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. We discuss the related work in Section 2. Section 3 describes the overview of our work. We then discuss how to find related entities in Section 4 and how to use the related entities and their relations for query expansion in Section 5. Experiment design and results are discussed in Section 6 for enterprise search and Section 7 for traditional ad hoc search. Finally, we conclude in Section 8.

2 Related Work

Enterprise search is an important topic as the failure of finding relevant information will significantly cause the loss of productivities and therefore profit [24]. However, compared with Web search, enterprise search has received little attention in the research community. Hawking [27] discussed several challenges in enterprise search, but it remains unclear what are the effective strategies to improve search accuracy. The enterprise track in TREC [18,49,2,9] has attracted more research efforts on improving enterprise search quality including expert finding [5,4,6,47,13], user behavior study [25], metadata extraction [19] and document search [29,38,3]. However, to our best knowledge, little work
has been done on explicitly utilizing entities and their relationships to improve document search.

Our work is also related to entity retrieval. The entity track of the TREC conference focused on the problem of finding related entities [7, 8]. The goal is to retrieve entities that are related to a structured query from a document collection. The query specifies an input entity, the type of the related entities to be found, and the relation between the input and the related entities. The related entities are expected to have the specified type and the specified relation with the input entity. The Entity Ranking track of INEX [20, 21] also focused on retrieving related entities with the emphasis on the type of target entities (i.e., categories) rather than the relation between the target and input entities. It is interesting to note that Weerkamp et al. [56] estimated the entity-entity probability based on standard set similarity measure to model the inter-entity relationship, however, the estimated probability is query independent and thus may not reflect the relation specified in query. Besides these, Liu et al. [35] studied the problem of finding relevant information with specified types. Unlike these previous studies, we used unstructured queries to find the related entities, and no entity type is specified in the query and no explicit relation is specified either. Moreover, the related entities are not returned directly but utilized to improve document search accuracy. Entity retrieval is related to keyword search over relational databases [16] in the sense that join operations are performed across different tuples to form an entity-like entries, which will be ranked and retrieved based on relevance with keyword query on syntactic level without leveraging query structure. Instead, we extract the entities in query and rank entity candidates based on their relevance with the query entities estimated on both unstructured data and structured database on semantic level.

Another body of related work is entity linking, particularly on linking entities from free text to structured data. There have been studies on linking entities to open domain knowledge bases like DBpedia [1], YAGO [50]. Mihalcea and Csomai [41] first moved beyond entity disambiguation and solved the entity linking problem by identifying important concepts from text based on collection statistics and linking them to corresponding Wikipedia pages through existing word sense disambiguation methods. Shen et al. [48] proposed a novel framework which leverages rich semantic knowledge in Wikipedia and YAGO to achieve superior performance. However, little work has been done on linking entities from free text to relational databases as what we focused on in this paper. Moreover, the primary focus of this paper is to study how to leverage entities and their relations to improve search performance, and we can easily leveraging existing work on entity linking to achieve better accuracy in the entity identification step.

Query expansion is a well known strategy to improve retrieval performance [42, 14, 52, 36]. A common strategy in most existing query expansion methods is term-based. Specifically, they use different strategies to select expansion terms from feedback documents, user feedback or external sources, and update the existing query through some re-weighting strategies. Zhai and
Lafferty [60] proposed two different approaches (i.e. generative model and risk minimization) to estimate the query language model which fits the relevant documents best with collection background model. Instead of modeling the (pseudo-)relevant documents explicitly, Lavrenko and Croft [32] proposed to estimate relevance model from feedback documents in a more generalized way, and Lafferty and Zhai [30] developed an approach which uses Markov chains to estimate query models. Tan et al. [51] used a cluster-based method to select terms from documents, presented the terms to users for feedback, and used the selected terms to update query models. More recently, Weerkamp et al. [55] proposed a query-dependent expansion method that enables each query to have its own mixture of external collections for expansion. Lv and Zhai [37] presented a positional relevance model which leverages proximity and selects useful expansion terms based on their distance from query terms in feedback documents. Metzler and Croft [40] proposed a Markov random fields based query expansion technique which is capable of incorporating arbitrary features to model the term dependency for query expansion. Instead of selecting expansion terms from feedback documents, we study the feasibility of exploiting related entities and the relations among them for query expansion.

Recently, some research efforts have been done on addressing the challenge of expansion on long verbose queries on which standard term-based query expansion techniques do not perform well. Bendersky et al. [11, 12] assumed each query is associated with a set of concepts related to the information need and estimated the weight of each concept in a parameterized fashion. Instead of modeling query term dependency as many recent effective models do, Bendersky and Croft [10] proposed to model the high-order dependency between arbitrary query concepts through generalization of query hypergraphs. Despite their superior performance on verbose query expansion, they are supervised models and may not be easily extended to other collections when training data is not available. On the contrary, our model works in unsupervised manner and thus can be ported to other collections with moderate efforts.

We summarize our contributions as follows: (1) We focus on the problem of enterprise search which is important but receives little attention; (2) We use both structured and unstructured information to improve the retrieval performance over either short keyword or long narrative queries with entities; (3) To our best knowledge, we are the first one to use entities and their relations for query expansion.

3 Overview of Our Work

One unique characteristic of enterprise data is the rich information about entities and their relations. As a result, many information needs in enterprise search often center around entities. For example, in the self service IT support scenario, queries may describe the problem of different entities, i.e., IT assets.

In this paper, we focus on the problem of entity-centric search, where queries contain at least one entity. In particular, we propose to reformulate
entity-centric queries by utilizing the entity relation information embedded in both structured and unstructured information in the enterprise data. This is based on the assumption that entities related to a query should be useful to reformulate the query and improve the retrieval performance.

As shown in Figure 1, the query contains one entity “XYZ”. We can find related entities “ActivKey” and “proxy.A.com” from the relationships specified in both structured and unstructured information in the enterprise data. These related entities together with their relations are able to provide useful information (i.e., terms such as “ActivKey”, “proxy”, “authentication”, “configure”, etc.) to retrieve more relevant documents.

Figure 2 illustrates the basic idea of the proposed entity-centric query expansion method. Let us first explain the notations.

- $Q$ denotes an entity-centric query;
- $E_Q$ denotes a set of entities in query $Q$;
- $E_R$ denotes the related entities for query $Q$;
- $Q_E$ denotes the expanded query of $Q$;
- $D$ denotes an enterprise data collection;
- $D_{TEXT}$ denotes the unstructured information in $D$;
- $D_{DB}$ denotes the structured information in $D$;
- $e_i$ denotes an entity in the structured information $D_{DB}$;
- $\bigcup\{e_i\}$ denotes the list of all entities complied from $D_{DB}$;
- $m$ denotes an entity mention in a piece of text;
- $M(T)$ denotes the set of entity mentions in the text $T$;
- $E(m)$ denotes the set of top $K$ similar candidate entities from $D_{DB}$ for entity mention $m$.

The first challenge is how to retrieve a set of entities $E_R$ that are relevant to query $Q$. Intuitively, the relevance score of an entity should be determined by the relations between the entity and the entities in the query. The entity relation information exists not only explicitly in the structured data such as databases in the format of entity relationship (ER) models [26], but also implicitly in the unstructured data such as documents. To identify the entities in the unstructured documents, we go through every document and identify whether it contains any occurrences of entities in the structured databases. Note that this step is done offline. We use a similar strategy to identify $E_Q$ in query $Q$, and then propose a ranking strategy that can retrieve $E_R$ for the given query $Q$ based on the relations between $E_R$ and $E_Q$ based on information from both $D_{TEXT}$ and $D_{DB}$. The details of the entity identification and ranking methods are described in Section 4.

Given the related entities $E_R$, we can use them to estimate the entity relations from both the structured and unstructured data, and use both the entities and relations between entities to expand the original query $Q$ and retrieve documents with the expanded query $Q_E$. Since the expanded query contains related entities and their relations, the retrieval performance is expected to be improved. This method is described in Section 5.
4 Finding Related Entities

Since structured information is designed based on entity-relationship models, it is straightforward to identify entities and their relations there. However, the problem is more challenging for the unstructured information, where we do not have any information about the semantic meaning of a piece of text. In this section, we will first discuss how to identify entities in the unstructured information and then propose a general ranking strategy to rank the entities based on the relations in both unstructured and structured information.

4.1 Entity Identification in Unstructured Data

Unlike structured information, unstructured information does not have semantic meaning associated with each piece of text. As a result, entities are not explicitly identified in the documents, and are often represented as sequences of terms. Moreover, the mentions of an entity could have more variants in unstructured data. For example, the entity “Microsoft Outlook 2003” could be mentioned as “MS Outlook 2003” in one document but as “Outlook” in another.

The majority of entities in enterprise data are domain specific entities such as IT assets. These domain specific entities have more variations than the
common types of entities. To identify entity mentions from the unstructured information, following existing studies on named entity identification [46, 22, 15], we train a model based on conditional random fields (CRFs) [31] with various features. The model makes binary decision for each term in a document, and the term will be labeled as either an entity term or not.

In particular, we implemented the named entity recognizer based on the open source CRF package\(^2\) with the following three domain specific features:

- Dictionary feature: the statistics of dictionary terms in the training document;
- POS feature: the Part of Speech (POS) tag of a given term, generated by Illinois Part of Speech Tagger [44];
- Version feature: whether the digital numbers in a given string is the version number of software product.

Besides these, we also included one built-in feature provided in the package: ConcatRegexFeatures, which matches the term with character patterns based on regular expressions (e.g., capitalized word, a number, small case word, special character, ect.) We trained the model on a training document set with their entity mentions manually labeled. Note that the training set is different from the test collections we used in the experiments.

After identifying entity mentions in the unstructured data (denoted as \(m\)), we need to connect them with the entities in the structured data (denoted as \(e\)) to make both the unstructured and structured data integrated. Specifically, by joining all the tables in a structured database, we get a list of tuples, each of which represents the profile of one entity, and a list of candidate entities will be compiled from the tuple list. Given an entity mention in a document, we calculate its string similarity with every entity in the candidate list and select the most similar candidates. To minimize the impact of entity identification errors, we map one entity mention to multiple candidate entities, i.e., the top \(K\) ones with the highest similarities. Each mapping between entity mention \(m\) and a candidate entity \(e\) is assigned with a mapping confidence score, i.e., \(c(m, e)\), which can be computed based string similarity metric. A simple strategy is to employ cosine similarity (or TFIDF) which is widely used in information retrieval community. However, since cosine similarity is based on overlapped terms between strings, it may not work in some cases of our problem setup: one mention for one entity may have the same similarity score with other entities. For example, “Outlook 03” has same cosine similarity with entity “Microsoft Outlook 2003” and “Microsoft Outlook 2007”. The SoftTFIDF string similarity function proposed by Cohen et al. [17] extends the overlapped term set by incorporating other non-overlapped term for similarity estimation and thus is a good solution to mitigate the problem. We use the implementation provided in the SecondString package\(^3\) in our experiment.

As shown in Figure 3, \(\bigcup \{e_i\}\) is the list of candidate entities compiled from \(D_{DB}\) and \(m_i\) is an mentions identified from \(D_{TEXT}\). “Outlook 2003” is an

\(^2\) http://crf.sf.net

\(^3\) SecondString Java package: http://secondstring.sourceforge.net/
entity mention, and it can be mapped to two entities, i.e. “Microsoft Outlook 2003” and “Microsoft Outlook 2007”. The numbers near the arrows denote the confidence scores of the entity mapping.

4.2 Entity Ranking

The next challenge is how to rank candidate entities for a given query. The underlying assumption is that the relevance of the candidate entity for the query is determined by the relations between the candidate entity and the entities mentioned in the query. If a candidate entity is related to more entities in the query, the entity should have higher relevance score. Formally, the relevance score of a candidate entity \( e \) for a query \( Q \) can be computed as follows:

\[
R_e(Q, e) = \sum_{e_Q \in E_Q} R(e_Q, e).
\]

(1)

where \( E_Q \) denotes the set of query entities in \( Q \), \( R(e_Q, e) \) is the relevance score between query entity \( e_Q \) and a candidate entity \( e \) based on their relations in collection \( D \). As the example shown in Figure 2, there are two query entities \( e_1 \) and \( e_2 \) in \( D_{DB} \), and they are mapped from entity mentions \( m_1 \) and \( m_2 \) in query \( Q \), respectively. There are two candidate entities \( e_3 \) and \( e_4 \), and \( e_3 \) is related to \( e_1 \) and \( e_2 \) through \( D_{TEXT} \) and \( D_{DB} \), and \( e_4 \) is related to \( e_1 \) through \( D_{TEXT} \) only.

Recall that, for every entity mention in the query, there could be multiple (i.e., \( K \)) possible matches from the entity candidate list and each of them is associated with a confidence score. Thus, the relevance score of candidate entity \( e \) for a query entity mention \( m \) can be computed using the weighted sum of the relevance scores between \( e \) and the top \( K \) matched candidate entity of the query entity mention. Thus, Equation (1) can be rewritten as:

\[
R_e(Q, e) = \sum_{m \in M(Q)} \sum_{e_Q \in E(m)} c(m, e_Q) \cdot R(e_Q, e),
\]

(2)
(a) Foreign key links between entities

(b) Entity mentioned in the attribute field

Fig. 4: Entity relations in structured data.

where $M(Q)$ denotes the set of entity mentions in $Q$, $E(m)$ denotes the set of $K$ candidate entities for entity mention $m$ in the query, $e_Q$ denotes one matched candidate entity of $m$, and $c(m, e_Q)$ is the SoftTFIDF string similarity [17] between $m$ and $e_Q$.

We now discuss how to exploit the characteristics of both unstructured and structured information to compute the relevance score between two entities, i.e., $R(e_Q, e)$ based on their relations.

4.2.1 Using Relationships from the Structured Data

In relational databases, every table corresponds to one type of entities, and every tuple in a table corresponds to an entity. The database schema describes the relations between different tables as well as the meanings of their attributes.

We consider two types of entity relations. First, if two entities are connected through foreign key links between two tables, these entities will have the same relation as the one specified between the two tables. For example, as shown in Figure 4(a), entity “John Smith” is related to entity “HR”, and
their relationship is “WorkAt”. Second, if one entity is mentioned in an attribute field of another entity, the two entities have the relation specified in the corresponding attribute name. As shown in Figure 4(b), entity “Windows 7” is related to entity “Internet Explorer 9” through relation “OS Required”.

We now discuss how to compute the relevance scores between entities based on these two relation types.

The relevance scores based on foreign key relations are computed as:

$$R_{LINK}(e_Q, e) = \begin{cases} 1 & \text{if there is a link between } e_Q \text{ and } e \\ 0 & \text{otherwise} \end{cases}$$  \hspace{1cm} (3)$$

The relevance scores based on field mention relations are computed as:

$$R_{FIELD}(e_Q, e) = \sum_{m \in M(e_Q, e)} c(m, e) + \sum_{m \in M(e, e_Q)} c(m, e_Q)$$  \hspace{1cm} (4)$$

where $e.text$ denotes the union of text in the attribute fields of $e$.

We can get the final ranking score by combining the two types of relevance score through linear interpolation:

$$R_{DB}(e_Q, e) = \alpha R_{LINK}(e_Q, e) + (1 - \alpha) R_{FIELD}(e_Q, e)$$  \hspace{1cm} (5)$$

where $\alpha$ serves as a coefficient to control the influence of two components. Note that both $R_{LINK}(e_Q, e)$ and $R_{FIELD}(e_Q, e)$ are normalized to the same range before linear interpolation.

### 4.2.2 Using Relationships from Unstructured Data

Unlike in the structured data where entity relationships are specified in the database schema, there is no explicit entity relationship in the unstructured data. Since the co-occurrences of entities may indicate certain semantic relations between these entities, we use the co-occurrence relations in this paper. Our experimental results in Section 6 show that such co-occurrence relations can already deliver good performance in entity ranking and query expansion. We may also apply advanced NLP techniques to automatically extract relations [58, 61], and we leave it as our future work.

After identifying entities from unstructured data and connecting them with candidate entities as described in the previous subsections, we are able to get the information about co-occurrences of entities in the document sets. If an entity co-occurs with a query entity in more documents and the context of the co-occurrences is more relevant to the query, the entity should have higher relevance score.

Formally, the relevance score can be computed as follows:

$$R_{EXT}(e_Q, e) = \sum_{d \in D_{EXT}} \sum_{m_Q \in M(d)} \sum_{m \in M(d)} \sum_{e_Q \in E(m_Q)} \sum_{e \in E(m)} S\left(Q, \text{WINDOW}(m_Q, m, d)\right) \cdot c(m_Q, e_Q) \cdot c(m, e),$$  \hspace{1cm} (6)$$
where \( d \) denotes a document in the unstructured data of enterprise collection, and \( WINDOW(m_Q, m, d) \) is the context window of the two entities mentions in \( d \) and it is centered at \( m_Q \). The underlining basic assumption is that the relations between two entities can be captured through their context. Thus, the relevance between the query and context terms can be used to model the relevance of the relations between two entities for the given query. As the example shown in Figure 2, the query entity \( e_1 \) is mentioned in \( d_1 \) as \( m_3 \), and candidate entity \( e_3 \) is mentioned in \( d_1 \) as \( m_4 \). Assuming \( d_1 \) is the only document in which \( e_1 \) and \( e_3 \) co-occur, the relevance between \( e_1 \) and \( e_3 \) can be estimated as:

\[
R^{TEXT}(e_1, e_3) = S\left( Q, WINDOW(m_3, m_4, d_1) \right) \cdot c(m_3, e_1) \cdot c(m_4, e_3).
\]

The context window size is set to 64 based on preliminary results. If the position of \( m \) is beyond the window, it will be considered as non-related. \( S(Q, WINDOW(m_Q, m, d)) \) measures the relevance score between query \( Q \) and content of context window \( WINDOW(m_Q, m, d) \). Since both of them are essentially bag of words, the relevance score between them can be estimated with any existing document retrieval models.

5 Entity Centric Query Expansion

We now discuss how to utilize the related entities and their relations to improve the performance of document retrieval. As shown in Figure 1, we observe that the related entities, which are relevant to the query but are not directly mentioned in the query, as well as the relations between the entities, can serve as complementary information to the original query terms. Therefore, integrating the related entities and their relations into the query can help the query to cover more information aspects, and thus improve the performance of document retrieval.

Language modeling [43] has been a popular framework for document retrieval in the recent decade. One of the popular retrieval models is KL-divergence [60], where the relevance score of document \( D \) for query \( Q \) can be estimated based on the distance between the document and query models, i.e.

\[
S(Q, D) = - \sum_w p(w|\theta_Q) \log p(w|\theta_D).
\]

To further improve the performance, Zhai and Lafferty [60] proposed to update the original query model using feedback documents as follows:

\[
\theta_Q^{new} = (1 - \lambda)\theta_Q + \lambda\theta_F, \tag{7}
\]

where \( \theta_Q \) is the original query model, \( \theta_F \) is the estimated feedback query model based on feedback documents, and \( \lambda \) controls the influence of the feedback model.
Unlike previous work where the query model is updated with terms selected from feedback documents, we propose to update it using the related entities and their relations. Following the spirit of model-based feedback methods [60], we propose to update the query model as follows:

$$\theta_Q^{new} = (1 - \lambda)\theta_Q + \lambda\theta_{ER},$$  

where $\theta_Q$ is the query model, $\theta_{ER}$ is the estimated expansion model based on related entities and their relations and $\lambda$ controls the influence of $\theta_E$. Given a query $Q$, the relevance score of a document $D$ can be computed as:

$$S(Q, D) = - \sum_w \left( (1 - \lambda)p(w|\theta_Q) + \lambda p(w|\theta_{ER}) \right) \log p(w|\theta_D)$$  

The main challenge here is how to estimate $p(w|\theta_{ER})$ based on related entities and their relations.

5.1 Entity Name Based Expansion

Given a query, we have discussed how to find related entities $E_R$ in the previous section. We think the top ranked related entities can provide useful information to better reformulate the original query. Here we use “bags-of-terms” representation for entity names, and a name list of related entities can be regarded as a collection of short documents. Thus, we propose to estimate the expansion model based on the related entities as follows:

$$p(w|\theta_{NAME}^N) = \frac{\sum_{e_i \in E^L_R} c(w, N(e_i))}{\sum_w \sum_{e_i \in E^L_R} c(w', N(e_i))}$$  

where $E^L_R$ is the top $L$ ranked entities from $E_R$, $N(e)$ is the name of entity $e$ and $c(w, N(e))$ is the occurrence of $w$ in $N(e)$.

5.2 Relation Based Expansion

Although the names of related entities provide useful information, they are often short and their effectiveness to improve retrieval performance could be limited. Fortunately, the relations between entities could provide additional information that can be useful for query reformulation. We focus on two relation types: (1) external relations: the relations between a query entity and its related entities; (2) internal relations: the relations between two query entities. For example, consider the query in Figure 1 “XYZ cannot access intranet”: it contains only one entity “XYZ”, the external relation with the related entities, e.g. “ActivKey”, would be: “ActivKey is required for authentication of XYZ to access the intranet”. Consider another query “Outlook can not connect to Exchange Server”, there are two entities “Outlook” and “Exchange Server”,
and they have an internal relation, which is “Outlook retrieve email messages from Exchange Server”.

The key challenge here is how to estimate a language model based on the relations between two entities. As discussed earlier, the relation information exists as co-occurrence context about entities in documents of unstructured data. To estimate the model, we propose to pool all the relation information together, and use maximum likelihood estimation to estimate the model.

Specifically, given a pair of entities, we first find all the relation information from the enterprise collection $D$, and then estimate the entity relation as follows:

$$p(w|\theta_{ER}^{R}, e_1, e_2) = p_{ML}(w|\text{CONTEXT}(e_1, e_2)),$$

(11)

where $\text{CONTEXT}(e_1, e_2)$ is the set of documents mentioning both entities, and $p_{ML}$ is the maximum likelihood estimate of the document language model.

Thus, given a query $Q$ with $E_Q$ as a set of query entities and $E_{LR}^R$ as a set of top $L$ related entities, the external entity relation $\theta_{ER}^{R_{ex}}$ can be estimated by taking the average over all the possible entity pairs, showed as below:

$$p(w|\theta_{ER}^{R_{ex}}) = \frac{\sum_{e_r \in E_{LR}^R} \sum_{e_q \in E_Q} p(w|\theta_{ER}^{R_{ex}}, e_r, e_q)}{|E_{LR}^R| \cdot |E_Q|},$$

(12)

where $|E_Q|$ denotes the number of entities in the set $E_Q$. Note that $|E_{LR}^R| \leq L$ since some queries may have less than $L$ related entities.

Similarly, the internal relation entity relation $\theta_{ER}^{R_{in}}$ is estimated as:

$$p(w|\theta_{ER}^{R_{in}}) = \frac{\sum_{e_1 \in E_Q} \sum_{e_2 \in E_Q, e_2 \neq e_1} p(w|\theta_{ER}^{R_{in}}, e_1, e_2)}{\frac{L}{2} \cdot |E_Q| \cdot (|E_Q| - 1)}.$$

(13)

Note that $\frac{L}{2} \cdot |E_Q| \cdot (|E_Q| - 1) = \binom{|E_Q|}{2}$ as we only count the co-occurrences of different entities.

Compared with the entity name based expansion, the relation based expansion method can be viewed as a generalization of entity named based expansion in the sense that $\text{CONTEXT}(e_1, e_2)$ is the extension from entity name to the context of entities. In fact, the expansion terms generated from the relation-based expansion form a superset of those from entity name based method.

5.3 Discussions

Efficiency is a critical concern for information retrieval systems. The proposed entity-centric query expansion methods can be implemented as efficiently as traditional methods. First, entity identification for documents can be done offline, and we can build an entity-based inverted index which can make the data access more efficiently. The cost of entity identification on a query is negligible since the query is relatively short. Second, finding related entities from structured information could be rather fast given the efficiency support provided by existing relational databases. And finding those from unstructured
information could be implemented efficiently through building the entity-based inverted index so that the cost of searching for documents covering both query entities and candidate entities could be minimized. Finally, traditional pseudo feedback methods require two rounds of retrieval, i.e., to get initial ranking for term selection and to generate the final ranking. However, our methods do not require the first round of initial ranking.

Although we focus on extending feedback methods in language models only in this paper, we expect that other retrieval models can be extended similarly and leave this as our future work.

6 Experiments in Enterprise Search Domain

6.1 Experiment Design

To evaluate the proposed methods, we have constructed two enterprise data sets using real-world data from HP. They are denoted as ENT1 and ENT2. Each data set consists of two parts: unstructured documents and structured databases.

- The unstructured documents are knowledge base documents which are provided by IT support department of HP. Most of the documents are talking about how-to and troubleshooting for the software products used in HP. More specifically, ENT1 contains the information about HP’s products while ENT2 contains the information about the Microsoft and IBM’s products.
- The structured data include a relational database which contains information about 2,628 software products.

Queries are collected from HP’s internal IT support forum as the query set. Almost all the queries are described in natural languages, and the average query length is 8 terms, which is much longer than keyword queries used in Web search. The queries are selected based on the criterion that each query contains at least one entity. Let us consider a query from the query set, i.e., “Office 2003 SP3 installation fails on Windows XP”. It mentions two entities: “Office 2003” and “Windows XP”. For each query, we employ assessors to manually label the relevance of each entity for the evaluation of finding related entities. We also follow the pooling strategy used in TREC to get the top 20 documents from each of the evaluated methods as candidates and ask human assessors to manually label their relevance. All results are reported in MAP (Mean Average Precision). The statistics of two data sets are summarized in Table 1.

Note that we did not use existing TREC enterprise data sets because both W3C and CSIRO collections [18, 2] contain unstructured data (e.g., documents) only and do not have the complementary structured data such as the ones we have in our collections.
Table 1: Statistics of two enterprise data sets

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ENT1</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>59,706</td>
<td>117</td>
<td>6.1</td>
<td>3.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ENT2</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>262,894</td>
<td>330</td>
<td>9.7</td>
<td>2.8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Results of finding related entities

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Models</th>
<th>Equations</th>
<th>ENT1</th>
<th>ENT2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$R^{DB}$</td>
<td>Plugging (5) in (2)</td>
<td>0.1246</td>
<td>0.1198</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$R^{TEXT}$</td>
<td>Plugging (6) in (2)</td>
<td>0.5740</td>
<td>0.5740</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$R^{BOTH}$</td>
<td>(14)</td>
<td>0.5907</td>
<td>0.5804</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$\triangle$ and $\triangle*$ denote the improvements over $R^{DB}$ and $R^{TEXT}$ are statistically significant at 0.05 level using Wilcoxon signed-rank test, respectively.

6.2 Effectiveness of Finding Related Entities

6.2.1 Entity Identification

In order to test the accuracy of our entity identification approach, we manually labeled the occurrences of the 200 software products in a randomly selected set of documents in ENT1. This sample contained 2,500 documents, and we found 3,252 occurrences of software products. We then did a 5-fold cross-validation on this sample. The results showed that the precision of our entity identification is 0.852, the recall is 0.908, and the $F_1$ is 0.879. This indicates that we can effectively find entity mentions in the unstructured documents.

6.2.2 Entity Ranking

We evaluate the effectiveness of our entity ranking methods. By plugging Equation (5) and (6) into Equation (2), we can get different entity ranking models, which are denoted as $R^{DB}$ and $R^{TEXT}$, respectively. Moreover, structured and unstructured data may contain different relations between entities. Thus, it would be interesting to study whether combining these relations could bring any benefits. We can combine them through a linear interpolation:

$$R^{BOTH}(Q, e) = \beta R^{DB}(Q, e) + (1 - \beta) R^{TEXT}(Q, e)$$  (14)

where $\beta$ balances the importance of the relations from two sources. Both $R^{DB}(Q, e)$ and $R^{TEXT}(Q, e)$ are normalized to the same range before linear interpolation.
Table 2 presents the results under optimized parameter settings (denoted as “Optimized”) and 5-fold cross-validation (denoted as “5-fold”). We notice that the performance of $R^T_e$ is much better than $R^{DB}_e$ on both data sets, implying the relations in the unstructured documents are more effective than those in the structured data. The $R^BOTH_e$ model can reach the best performance on both data sets, and its improvement over $R^T_e$ is statistically significant on ENT2.

By analyzing the data, we find that the main reason for the worse performance of structured data based entity ranking (i.e. $R^{DB}_e$) is that the number of relations between entities (either foreign key links or entity mention in the attribute field) is much smaller than that in the unstructured data. Only 37.5% of entities have relationships in the structured data. We expect that the performance of $R^{DB}_e$ could be improved if the structured data can provide more information about entity relations.

The parameter values used to achieve the optimized performance are similar on both data collections, which indicates that using the parameters trained on one collection would get near-optimal performance on the other data set. Specifically, $K$ is set to 4, which means that we have 1 to 4 mapping between an entity mention from the documents and the candidate entities from the databases. $\alpha$ in Equation (5) is set to 0.7 indicating that the foreign link relations is more important than entity mention relations. And $\beta$ in Equation (14) is set to 0.3, which suggests that the unstructured data contributes most to rank the related entities.

6.3 Effectiveness of Query Expansion in Enterprise Search

We design four sets of experiments to evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed entity-centric query expansion methods. First, we compare the proposed entity name based expansion methods. Second, we evaluate the effectiveness of the two relation-based expansion methods. Third, we compare the proposed expansion methods with the state-of-the-art feedback methods. Finally, we construct a small data set to understand the effectiveness of internal relation models.

The entity-centric expansion function is shown in Equation (9). In the experiments, we estimate $p(w|\theta_Q)$ by maximum likelihood, i.e. $p(w|\theta_Q) = \frac{\text{count}(w,Q)}{|Q|}$, where $\text{count}(w,Q)$ is the number of occurrences of $w$ in $Q$ and $|Q|$ is the query length. And $p(w|\theta_D)$ can be estimated using smoothing methods such as Dirichlet Prior [59].

Thus, the basic retrieval model (i.e., when $\lambda = 0$) is the KL-divergence function with Dirichlet prior smoothing [59], which is one of the state-of-the-art retrieval functions. We denote it as NoFB. The smoothing parameter $\mu$ is set to 250 in all experiments based on the optimized setting for NoFB (tuned from 100 to 5,000).

---

4 The notations will be used throughout the remaining of the paper.
Table 3: Results of entity name based query expansion

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Models</th>
<th>ENT1</th>
<th>ENT2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Optimized</td>
<td>5-fold</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NoFB</td>
<td>0.2165</td>
<td>0.2165</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QE_{NAME}^{DB}</td>
<td>0.2347</td>
<td>0.2274</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QE_{NAME}^{TEXT}</td>
<td>0.2557Δ</td>
<td>0.2557Δ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QE_{NAME}^{BOTH}</td>
<td>0.2561Δ</td>
<td>0.2528Δ</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Δ denotes improvement over NoFB is statistically significant at 0.05 level based on Wilcoxon signed-rank test.

6.3.1 Entity Name Based Expansion

As described in Section 5.1, we can expand queries with the names of entities that are related to the query. Specifically, the entity name based expansion model (i.e., Equation (10)) using entity lists from \( R_{DB}^{e} \), \( R_{TEXT}^{e} \) and \( R_{BOTH}^{e} \) are denoted as \( QE^{NAME}_{DB} \), \( QE^{NAME}_{TEXT} \) and \( QE^{NAME}_{BOTH} \) respectively. The results are reported in Table 3. It is clear that \( QE^{NAME}_{TEXT} \) and \( QE^{NAME}_{BOTH} \) can improve the retrieval performance over NoFB significantly, and they are more effective than \( QE^{NAME}_{DB} \).

6.3.2 Relation Based Expansion

For the relation based expansion method, we use the related entity list of \( R_{BOTH}^{e} \) as \( E_{R} \). The expanded query models using \( \theta_{ER}^{R_{ex}} \) and \( \theta_{ER}^{R_{in}} \) are denoted as \( QE^{R_{ex}}_{ER} \) and \( QE^{R_{in}}_{ER} \), respectively. Besides these, since the information from these two models is complementary to each other, we could combine them through linear interpolation as follows:

\[
p(w|\theta_{ER}) = \gamma p(w|\theta_{ER}^{R_{ex}}) + (1 - \gamma)p(w|\theta_{ER}^{R_{in}}),
\]

and use the combined \( \theta_{ER} \) to do query expansion, which is denoted it as \( QE^{R_{ex}+R_{in}}_{ER} \).

The optimized results are reported in Table 4. We can find that all of the relation based query expansion models can outperform NoFB, and the improvements of all models are statistically significant. It shows the effectiveness of relation-based expansion methods. Moreover, \( QE^{R_{ex}} \) outperforms \( QE^{R_{in}} \), and combining both relations yields the best performance.

6.3.3 Performance Comparison with Existing Feedback Methods

We compare the best method of the proposed entity name based expansion (i.e., \( QE^{NAME}_{BOTH} \)) and that of the proposed relation based expansion (i.e., \( QE^{R_{ex}+R_{in}}_{ER} \)) models with a set of state-of-the-art feedback methods. The first one is model-based feedback method [60], denoted as ModFB. The second one is the relevance model [32], denoted as RelFB. The third one is the
Table 4: Results of relation based query expansion

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Models</th>
<th>ENT1</th>
<th>ENT2</th>
<th></th>
<th>ENT1</th>
<th>ENT2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><em>NoFB</em></td>
<td>0.2165</td>
<td>0.2165</td>
<td>0.4272</td>
<td>0.2165</td>
<td>0.4272</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>QE</em>RE&lt;sub&gt;ex&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>0.2792</td>
<td>0.2629</td>
<td>0.4528</td>
<td>0.4560</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>QE</em>RE&lt;sub&gt;n&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>0.2442</td>
<td>0.2442</td>
<td>0.4450</td>
<td>0.4425</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>QE</em>RE&lt;sub&gt;ex&lt;/sub&gt;+R&lt;sub&gt;n&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>0.2920</td>
<td>0.2780</td>
<td>0.4634</td>
<td>0.4574</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

△ denotes improvement over *NoFB* is statistically significant at 0.05 level based on Wilcoxon signed-rank test.

Table 5: Performance comparison with existing feedback methods

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Models</th>
<th>ENT1</th>
<th>ENT2</th>
<th></th>
<th>ENT1</th>
<th>ENT2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><em>NoFB</em></td>
<td>0.2165</td>
<td>0.2165</td>
<td>0.4272</td>
<td>0.2165</td>
<td>0.4272</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>ModFB</em></td>
<td>0.2210</td>
<td>0.1988</td>
<td>0.4279</td>
<td>0.4265</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>RelFB</em></td>
<td>0.2443</td>
<td>0.2277</td>
<td>0.4385</td>
<td>0.4147</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>LCE</em></td>
<td>0.2727</td>
<td>0.2559</td>
<td>0.4559</td>
<td>0.4354</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>QE</em>NAME&lt;sub&gt;BOTH&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>0.2561</td>
<td>0.2528</td>
<td>0.4328</td>
<td>0.4311</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>QE</em>RE&lt;sub&gt;ex&lt;/sub&gt;+R&lt;sub&gt;n&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>0.2920+●</td>
<td>0.2780+●</td>
<td>0.4634+●</td>
<td>0.4574+●</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

△, ◆, ★ and † denote improvements over *NoFB*, *ModFB*, *RelFB* and *LCE* are statistically significant at 0.05 level based on Wilcoxon signed-rank test, respectively.

latent concept expansion [40] ⑤, denoted as *LCE*, which incorporates term dependence and has been shown to perform well on long queries [12].

The optimized performance is shown in Table 5. The corresponding parameter settings for *ModFB* are to select top 10 feedback documents and top 20 terms for expansion, set the weight for feedback model α=0.1 and the weight for collection language model λ=0.3. Those for *RelFB* are to select top 20 feedback documents and top 25 terms for expansion, set the smoothing parameter λ=0.6. Those for *LCE* are to select top 25 feedback documents and top 50 terms for expansion, set the weight for unigram potential function λ<sub>TD</sub> = 0.32, the weight for bigram potential functions λ<sub>OD</sub> = λ<sub>UD</sub> = 0.04 and the weight for feedback model λ<sub>F</sub> = 0.60. Those for *QE*NAME<sub>BOTH</sub> are to select top 4 entities for expansion and set the weight for feedback model λ = 0.4. Those for *QE*RE<sub>ex</sub>+R<sub>n</sub> are to select top 5 entities for expansion and set the weight for feedback model λ = 0.6.

We observe that our best query expansion method *QE*RE<sub>ex</sub>+R<sub>n</sub> significantly outperforms three baselines methods, proving the effectiveness of our entity-centric query expansion approach. Furthermore, *QE*RE<sub>ex</sub>+R<sub>n</sub> outperforms *QE*NAME<sub>BOTH</sub>, implying the entity relations contain more useful inform-
Table 6: Testing performance comparison with existing methods

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Test Collection</th>
<th>ENT1</th>
<th>ENT2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Parameters trained on</td>
<td>ENT2</td>
<td>ENT1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NoFB</td>
<td>0.2165</td>
<td>0.4272</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ModFB</td>
<td>0.2184</td>
<td>0.4227</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RelFB</td>
<td>0.2266</td>
<td>0.4001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LCE</td>
<td>0.2517</td>
<td>0.4473</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$Q\NAME_{BOTH}$</td>
<td>0.2446</td>
<td>0.4241</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$QE^{Res+Rin}$</td>
<td>0.2485</td>
<td>0.4487$^<em>$$^</em>$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$\triangle, \bigtriangleup, \star$ and $\dagger$ denote improvements over NoFB, ModFB, RelFB and LCE are statistically significant at 0.05 level based on Wilcoxon signed-rank test, respectively.

Table 6 also shows the results of 5-fold cross-validation. And the results reveal that $QE^{Res+Rin}$ is more robust to parameter settings and performs better than all four baselines as well.

We also use one data set for training to get the optimized parameter settings for each of our query expansion models, and apply it to the other data set accordingly. The results are summarized in Table 6. We can find that $QE^{Res+Rin}$ is robust and can still outperform most baselines, which is consistent with our observation in Table 5, and $QE_{NAME}$ is sensitive to the parameter settings. Furthermore, among the three baseline feedback methods, RelFB and ModFB do not perform well under testing parameter setting and cross-validation, implying they are more sensitive to the parameter setting, while LCE exhibits much stronger robustness. Finally, the performance differences between $QE^{Res+Rin}$ and LCE are not statistically significant. One advantage of our method is the lower computational cost since LCE takes all the bigrams from query for relevance estimation while ours focuses only on important concepts (i.e., entities) in the query. Also, our models involves fewer parameters than LCE, which means less tuning effort.

6.3.4 Robustness of Query Expansion Methods

Robustness of a query expansion method is also important since a robust expansion method is expected to improve the performance for more queries and hurt the performance for fewer queries [54]. To investigate the robustness
of our models, we report the number of queries which are improved/hurt (and by how much) after applying different query expansion methods.

The results over the two collections are shown in Figure 5 and 6. The x-axis represents the relative increases/decreases in MAP clustered in several groups, and y-axis represents the number of queries in each group. The bars to the left of (0%, 25%) represent queries whose performance are hurt by using the query expansion methods, and the other bars represent queries whose performance
Table 7: Top 5 weighted expansion terms for query “Internet Explorer can not list directory of FTP”.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Models</th>
<th>Expansion Terms</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$\text{ModFB}$</td>
<td>client, open, site, data, process</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\text{RelFB}$</td>
<td>file, server, site, click, name</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\text{QE}_{\text{Name \ BOTH}}$</td>
<td>server, windows, xp, vista, 2003</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\text{QE}_{\text{Rext+Rinv}}$</td>
<td>file, connect, property, xp, server</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Terms denoted in **bold** font are potentially helpful to improve performance.

are improved using expansion methods. We choose both $\text{RelFB}$ and $\text{LCE}$ as the feedback baselines to be compared with our methods, as $\text{ModFB}$ could only improve over $\text{NoFB}$ marginally.

Clearly, both of our methods are more robust than both $\text{RelFB}$ and $\text{LCE}$. For $\text{ENT1}$, $\text{QE}_{\text{Name \ BOTH}}$ improves 38 queries and hurts 12, $\text{QE}_{\text{Rext+Rinv}}$ improves 35 queries and hurts 17, whereas $\text{RelFB}$ improves 23 queries and hurts 28, $\text{LCE}$ improves 30 queries and hurts 22. For $\text{ENT2}$, $\text{QE}_{\text{Name \ BOTH}}$ improves 35 queries and hurts 24, $\text{QE}_{\text{Rext+Rinv}}$ improves 46 queries and hurts 18, whereas $\text{RelFB}$ improves 39 queries and hurts 21, $\text{LCE}$ improves 36 and hurts 32.

### 6.3.5 Result Analysis on Expansion Terms

We analyze the expansion terms generated by different methods, and find that the relation based expansion can provide higher quality terms than $\text{ModFB}$ and $\text{RelFB}$. Table 7 shows the top 5 weighted expansion term by different methods for query “Internet Explorer can not list directory of FTP”. It is clear that $\text{ModFB}$ cannot find a useful term, $\text{RelFB}$ and $\text{QE}_{\text{Name \ BOTH}}$ can find a useful term “server”, while $\text{QE}_{\text{Rext+Rinv}}$ can find more useful terms as the problem may be caused by ‘file’ permission “property” or “connection” settings to the “server”. The main difference between our methods and $\text{ModFB}$ is the estimation of expansion models, i.e., $\theta_{ER}$ estimated based on entity relations vs. $\theta_{F}$ estimated from feedback documents in $\text{ModFB}$. Thus, it is clear the our proposed entity-centric models are effective in extracting high quality terms.

### 6.3.6 Further Analysis on Internal Relation Expansion

We notice that in Table 4, the performance improvement of applying internal relation for query expansion (i.e., $\text{QE}^{\text{Rinv}}$) is much smaller than that of applying external relation (i.e., $\text{QE}^{\text{Rext}}$). This may be caused by the fact that not all the queries have more than one entity, and only those queries with more than one entity would benefit from the expansion using internal relation. Among all the 100 queries in $\text{ENT2}$, there are 29 queries qualified for internal relation expansion.

---

6. Actually there are 9 queries qualified for internal relation expansion in $\text{ENT1}$. However, since the query set is too small to construct working set, we do not report the results.
Table 8: Performance comparison over a set of 29 queries, each of which contains multiple query entities

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Models</th>
<th>Optimized parameter</th>
<th>5-fold cross-validation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NoFB</td>
<td>0.3855</td>
<td>0.3855</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ModFB</td>
<td>0.3899</td>
<td>0.3497</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RelFB</td>
<td>0.4184</td>
<td>0.4095</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LCE</td>
<td>0.4168</td>
<td>0.4059</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$QE_{Rex}$</td>
<td>0.4693*</td>
<td>0.4286*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$QE_{Rin}$</td>
<td>0.4858**</td>
<td>0.4762*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$QE_{Rex+Rin}$</td>
<td>0.4939***</td>
<td>0.4920***</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\*, \*, \* and \dagger denote improvements over NoFB, ModFB, RelFB and LCE are statistically significant at 0.05 level based on Wilcoxon signed-rank test, respectively.

To validate our hypothesis, we evaluate the performance of two baselines as well as $QE_{Rex}$, $QE_{Rin}$ and $QE_{Rex+Rin}$ on these 29 queries and summarize the results in Table 8. Clearly, when queries have multiple entities, using internal relations can significantly improve the performance.

### 6.4 Parameter Sensitivity

We now report the performance sensitivity of parameters used in our methods.

The first parameter is $K$ for finding related entity models. $K$ is the number of candidate entities from the structured data that an entity mention can be mapped to. As shown in Figure 7(a), when $K$ is larger than 4, the performance of $R_e^{EXT}$ remains stable. This suggests that the confidence scores associated with the mapping are reasonable. Even if we include more candidates, the confidence scores are able to reduce the impact of noisy entities. Moreover, we observe that when $K$ is smaller than 4, the performance decreases, which implies that one to multiple mapping enables us to find more relevant entities. As the computational cost increases with $K$, and when $K$ is greater than 4 it would not yield any further improvement, 4 would be the optimal suggested value.

The second parameter is $L$ for query expansion models. $L$ is the number of related entities we will use for query expansion. Figure 7(b) presents the performance of $QE_{Rex}$. We observe that when $L$ is larger than 2, the performance is insensitive to it. Using only two related entities yields the optimized performance. The observations on other models are similar.

Another parameter is $\lambda$ in Equation (8), where it controls the influence of the entity-centric expansion model (i.e., $\theta_{ER}$). Figure 7(c) illustrates the performance of $QE_{Rex}$. When $\lambda$ is set to 0, we use original queries. And when $\lambda$ is set to 1, we use only the terms from expansion models. It is not surprising that the performance decreases as the value of $\lambda$ is close to 1, since the expanded queries are “drifted” away from the original query intent. Setting $\lambda$
to 0.5 often leads to reasonable performance, which means that both original query model and the expansion model are equally important. The observations on other models are similar.

The last parameter is $\gamma$ in Equation (15), where it balances the weight of expanded query models $\theta_{ER}^{R_{ex}}$ and $\theta_{ER}^{R_{in}}$. We report the performance of $QE^{R_{ex}+R_{in}}$ on the 29 queries which qualify for internal relation expansion in Figure 7(d). We observe optimal performance can be reached when $\gamma$ is less than 0.4 and $\theta_{ER}^{R_{in}}$ is favored over $\theta_{ER}^{R_{ex}}$, implying that internal relation contributes more than external relation. It suggests that if a query qualifies both external and internal relation expansion, the internal relation expansion should be favored more.

7 Experiments in General Search Domain

To examine how our methods would perform beyond enterprise search and longer queries, we also evaluate the proposed methods in the general search domain using a data set constructed based on a standard TREC collection.
7.1 Data Collection

- The unstructured data consist of 528,155 documents (1.904MB text) from TREC disks 4&5 without the Congressional Record. This data collection is used in TREC 2004 Robust Track [53].
- The structured data comes from the English version of DBpedia. It has a wide coverage of entities on the Web (i.e., 3.77 million “things” with 400 million “facts”), which is the best resource that we can find to cover entities from the general domain.

We use the official query set which consists of all the 250 topics (i.e., 301-450 & 601-700) used in TREC 2004 Robust Track. For each topic, we use only title field to construct a query because we want to evaluate the effectiveness of our methods on short keyword queries, which are commonly used in Web search. The data set is essentially the data set used in TREC 2004 Robust Track extended with DBpedia [1], and we denote it as robust04.

7.2 Experiments Setup

Since this data set is not an enterprise collection, we use slightly different strategies in the entity identification step. The number of entities in DBpedia is huge (nearly 3.77 million), so the computational cost of estimating the relevance scores between the query entity and each of the entities from DBpedia could be very high. Thus, our candidate entity set only includes neighboring entities which have either incoming or outgoing links to the query entities on the RDF graph. To further reduce the computational cost, we only consider 1 to 1 mapping between an entity mention in the document and the candidate entity in the DBpedia graph. Because of the lack of training data, we did not use CRFs to do the mapping. Instead, we use exact matching.

After identifying entities, we then follow the same strategy to rank entities and do query expansion. Specifically, we evaluate the effectiveness of the following two methods, i.e., $QE_{TEXT}^{NAME}$ and $QE_{REX}^{NAME}$. $QE_{TEXT}^{NAME}$ is chosen over the other two entity name based expansion methods because it consistently performs better on the enterprise search collections. And $QE_{REX}^{NAME}$ is selected because the queries are keyword queries and most of them contain only one query entity. We also report the performance for the three baseline methods: NoFB (i.e., KL-divergence function with Dirichlet smoothing [59]) and ModFB (i.e., model-based feedback [60]), RelFB (i.e., relevance model [32]). The smoothing parameter $\mu$ is set to 1,000 in all experiments based on the optimized setting for NoFB (tuned from 500 to 5,000). All results are reported in MAP (Mean Average Precision).

7.3 Performance comparison over all the queries

Table 9 summarizes the performance of different models under optimized parameter settings and 5-fold cross-validation. It is clear that $QE_{TEXT}^{NAME}$ is
Table 9: Performance comparison on robust04

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Models</th>
<th>Optimized parameter</th>
<th>5-fold cross-validation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NoFB</td>
<td>0.2516</td>
<td>0.2516</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ModFB</td>
<td>0.2747(^\delta)</td>
<td>0.2789(^\delta)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RelFB</td>
<td>0.2823(^\delta)</td>
<td>0.2823(^\delta)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QENAME(\text{TEXT})</td>
<td>0.2878(^\Delta)</td>
<td>0.2878(^\Delta)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QERex</td>
<td>0.2871(^\Delta)</td>
<td>0.2860(^\Delta)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^\delta\), \(^\Delta\), and \(^*\) denote improvements over NoFB, ModFB and RelFB are statistically significant at 0.05 level based on Wilcoxon signed-rank test, respectively.

more effective and robust than two state-of-the-art feedback methods including ModFB and RelFB. The optimized parameter settings for ModFB are to select top 20 feedback documents and top 100 terms for expansion, set the weight for feedback model \(\alpha = 0.75\) and weight for collection language model \(\lambda = 0.7\). Those for RelFB are to select top 30 feedback documents and top 25 terms for expansion, set the smoothing parameter \(\lambda = 0.1\). Those for QENAME\(\text{TEXT}\) are to select top 13 entities for expansion and set the weight for feedback model \(\lambda = 0.5\). Those for QERex are to select top 9 entities for expansion and set the weight for feedback model \(\lambda = 0.9\).

We notice that QERex is not as effective as QENAME\(\text{TEXT}\), which is inconsistent with our observation in the enterprise collection. This is because documents in robust04 are much longer than those in the enterprise collections and may introduce more noise, making the quality of estimated entity relation lower. Therefore, entity name based expansion seems to be a better choice on ad hoc retrieval collections because of its lower computational cost and comparable effectiveness.

Our proposed models can be considered as a global expansion method [57], which extracts expansion terms from documents across the whole collection. It would be interesting to see how it would perform when used as a local expansion method, i.e., selecting expansion terms from top \(K\) documents of the initial retrieval. By limiting to the top 1,000 documents of NoFB for expansion term extraction, QENAME\(\text{TEXT}\) and QERex yield to 0.2865 and 0.2868 under optimized parameter settings, respectively. They are pretty close to the performance of corresponding global approaches reported in Table 9 and same significant improvements can be observed, implying our proposed models are robust with regard to expansion term extraction both locally and globally.

7.4 Performance comparison over only queries with related entities

Our proposed methods could only change the retrieval performance when a query has related entities. Among all the 250 queries in the robust04 collection, 20 of them do not have valid related entities (i.e., entities with non-zero relevance score), which means that they will certainly not be able to benefit
Table 10: Performance comparison on robust04 (230 queries with valid related entities)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Models</th>
<th>Optimized parameter</th>
<th>5-fold cross-validation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NoFB</td>
<td>0.2515</td>
<td>0.2515</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ModFB</td>
<td>0.2793$^\Delta$</td>
<td>0.2732$^\Delta$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RelFB</td>
<td>0.2819$^\Delta$</td>
<td>0.2819$^\Delta$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QE$^{NAME}$</td>
<td>0.2909$^\Delta$</td>
<td>0.2909$^\Delta$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QE$^{TEXT}$</td>
<td>0.2902$^\Delta^\star$</td>
<td>0.2893$^\Delta^\star$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$\Delta$, $\Delta^\star$ and $\star$ denote improvements over NoFB, ModFB and RelFB are statistically significant at 0.05 level based on Wilcoxon signed-rank test, respectively.

Fig. 8: Histogram of 250 queries when applied with RelFB, QE$^{NAME}$ and QE$^{TEXT}$ compared with NoFB on robust04.

from our approaches and the performance of these queries would be the same as using NoFB.

To more accurately evaluate the effectiveness of our proposed methods, we conduct experiments over the 230 queries in which our methods can change the performance (either positively or negatively). The performance comparison are shown in Table 10. It is interesting to see that QE$^{Rev}$ now outperforms three baseline methods significantly (i.e., NoFB, ModFB and RelFB), demonstrating the effectiveness of our approach.

7.5 Robustness

We conduct the similar analysis as in Section 6.3.4 to examine the robustness of our models. The histogram of queries in Figure 8 demonstrates that QE$^{Rev}$ and
Table 11: Top 5 weighted expansion terms for topic #362 “human smuggling”.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Models</th>
<th>Expansion Terms</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ModFB</td>
<td>case, illegal, border, chinese, criminal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RelFB</td>
<td>illegal, chinese, office, state, country</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QE_NAME</td>
<td>illegal, immigrate, entry, trafficking, organize</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QE_Rex</td>
<td>illegal, police, people, chinese, emigrate</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Terms denoted in **bold** font are potentially helpful to improve performance.

Table 12: Performance comparison on robust04 (250 queries)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Models</th>
<th>Optimized parameter</th>
<th>5-fold cross-validation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NoFB</td>
<td>0.2516</td>
<td>0.2516</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ModFB</td>
<td>0.2747*</td>
<td>0.2789*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RelFB</td>
<td>0.2823*</td>
<td>0.2823*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QE_NAME</td>
<td>0.2878▲</td>
<td>0.2878▲</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QE_Rex</td>
<td>0.2871*</td>
<td>0.2860*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CombEnt</td>
<td>0.2907▲</td>
<td>0.2898▲</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CombRel</td>
<td>0.2917▲</td>
<td>0.2908▲</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

▲, ▲ and ▲ denote improvements over NoFB, ModFB, RelFB, QE_NAME and QE_Rex are statistically significant at 0.05 level based on Wilcoxon signed-rank test, respectively.

QE_NAME show superior robustness over RelFB. More specifically, QE_NAME improves 160 queries and hurts 68, QE_Rex improves 158 queries and hurts 71, whereas RelFB improves 135 queries and hurts 114. In addition, when QE_Rex and QE_NAME hurt the performance, the decreases are much less than that of RelFB, confirming that our entity centric models are better choices for difficult queries.

7.6 Result Analysis on Expansion Terms

We further conduct analyses on the expansion terms from these models, and observe that our models can extract more high quality terms which would potentially improve the performance. We list the top 5 weighted terms from different models for topic #362 “human smuggling” in Table 11. Terms in **bold** font are potentially helpful to improve the performance in the sense that “human smuggling”, also called “people smuggling”, is defined as the organized crime of illegal entry of people across international border.

Since these methods select different useful expansion terms, it would be interesting to see whether combining them could further improve the performance. In particular, we try to combine ModFB with our best entity centric approaches (i.e., QE_NAME and QE_Rex) through linear interpolation and de-
Fig. 9: Parameter sensitivity on robust04.

note them as $\text{CombEnt}$:

$$p(w|\theta_{ER}) = \gamma p(w|\theta_{F}) + (1 - \gamma) p(w|\theta_{NAME})$$

and $\text{CombRel}$:

$$p(w|\theta_{ER}) = \gamma p(w|\theta_{F}) + (1 - \gamma) p(w|\theta_{REx})$$

respectively. Results are presented in Table 12. Clearly combining $\text{ModFB}$ with our entity centric approaches yields even better results, as the improvement of $\text{CombEnt}$ over $\text{QENAME TEXT}$ and the improvement of $\text{CombRel}$ over $\text{QERex}$ is statistically significant, respectively. The results indicate that our entity centric approaches are complementary to model-based feedback since they can extract different sets of useful expansion terms. Moreover, the results of $\text{CombEnt}$ and $\text{CombRel}$ under 5-fold cross-validation still outperform $\text{QENAME TEXT}$ and $\text{QERex}$, demonstrating the robustness of the combination based approaches.

7.7 Parameter Sensitivity

We also report the parameter sensitivity of $L$ (the number of related entities used for query expansion) and $\lambda$ (the weight of query expansion model $\theta_{ER}$) in Equation 8) in Figure 9. The observations are similar to those discussed in Section 6.4. More specifically, performance increases slightly with $L$ when $L$ is less than 10, and optimized performance is reached when $L$ is larger than 10. Optimized performance is reached when $\lambda$ is set between 0.5 and 0.9.

8 Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper we study the problem of improving enterprise search quality using related entities to do query expansion. In particular, we propose a domain specific entity identification method based on CRF, a general ranking
strategy that can find related entities based on different entity relations from both unstructured and structured data, and an entity-centric query expansion method that can utilize related entities and their relations to estimate a new query model. We then conduct experiments over two enterprise data sets to examine the effectiveness of both finding related entity and entity based query expansion methods. Experimental results over both enterprise collections and a standard TREC collection demonstrate that our proposed are more effective than state-of-the-art feedback models for both long natural language like queries and short keyword queries. Moreover, our methods are more robust than existing methods in terms of the risk minimization.

There are many interesting future research directions. First, it would be interesting to leverage relation extraction methods and utilize other types of relations extracted from unstructured information to further improve the performance. Second, we plan to study alternative ways of combining different types of relations. Third, we plan to study how to utilize the related entities to aggregate search results. Finally, it would be interesting to evaluate the effectiveness of our methods in other search domains.
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